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Thanks for adding your comments. These are very kind words and I appreciate them greatly. I will add them as I think they make a very valid point. I was a road rider for most of my life so I am very aware of
the differences in culture and attitude towards mountain biking when compared to road riding. I am also aware of many outdoor companies that operate solely off the back of road bikes and even consider

themselves as 'The Sport of Kings'. I've never been too interested in this brand due to this and haven't been without a road bike in many years now. I will however, often be found at the local velodrome riding
on a mountain bike off road on a track. Again this really isn't my main line of business, but there are a lot of people out there in the world who ride mountain bikes and they have a passion to share. My 3

months experience of riding a mountain bike off road has been wonderful, I've cycled over 10 days, over 2000kms and have still managed to improve my fitness, and every ride I have undertaken has been a
great experience, but I don't think that because I am improving my fitness I will stay on a mountain bike. I have no interest in being a faster, fitter rider (if that was the case I would be riding the road), and
have no intention of riding for hours in the woods, but I am very much enjoying my time on the mountain. Most of the mountain biking I do is not too technical but if you are into riding off road on technical

terrain then I would suggest trying to ride a high spec mountain bike in a more natural environment. Riding on road with a mountain bike on off road terrains will lead to a lot of frustration and I would highly
advise looking into a sport or brand that is known for mountain biking like the Strava, Pikes Peak or the Rock and Roll Mountain Biking events.
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